
 

The Honorable Michelle Lujan-Grisham,  

Governor of the State of New Mexico 

 

 

Dear Governor Lujan-Grisham, 

 

We, the board members of the New Mexico Funeral Service Association, urge you to reconsider and amend the current 

health order limiting funeral services to five persons. 

Many outside our profession often think of our service only in terms of caring for the deceased.   Our most sacred 

responsibility is to minister to the needs of the living, by providing a healthy and safe way to mourn the loss of an 

important part of their life. Funeral Rites are as old as the human race itself. Researchers have found burial grounds of 

Neanderthal man dating to 60,000 BC that contained antlers and flowers buried with their loved ones. Culture and 

traditions have changed tremendously since then, but the common denominator is a community of family and friends 

came together to bury the ones they loved.  

Our current health crisis has challenged many norms. It is vital to the mental health of survivors to be able to come 

together in support of each other to begin to heal.  Restricting this opportunity to such a small number of people will have 

lasting mental health consequences for these survivors for years to come.  Alan D. Wolfelt, Ph.D., an expert in the area of 

grief, describes the vital importance of family and friends coming together to support one another at a time of loss in his 

book The Journey of Greif: Reflections on Healing. When denied this opportunity to mourn in a healthy and comforting 

way, the grieving process is severely extended, and the healing process is much delayed. When this happens, 

unfortunately, people often choose to cope in unhealthy ways such as drugs, alcohol and suicide.   

We as professionals had previously been holding end of life gatherings in line with houses of worship at a strict 40% 

capacity with great success.   Rigorous cleaning, use of masks, socially distant seating, signage and direction to avoid 

hugging or handshakes and ultimately re-directing guests to participate online or in other ways when capacity limits had 

been reached provided a safe environment for families and friends to begin healing. Given our required knowledge and 

training in pathology, funeral directors have been especially cautious when compared with other businesses.  

New Mexico funeral service professionals understand the responsibility that you have, and that the nature of our health 

situation is rapidly changing, and we want to work with you to help New Mexicans stay healthy and safe. We believe we 

can balance the need for updated health protocols while allowing a maximum of 25% of fire code occupancy to mourn the 

loss of a family member or dear friend safely.  With only allowing 5 people to gather, we are denying most of the 

immediate family from attending their mother, father, brother, sister, or child’s service. At most facilities, this would be 

stricter than our neighbors; Arizona has a limit of 50-person, Texas is operating at 75%, Oklahoma has no restriction, and 

Colorado has a 25-person limit.  

We thank you for your consideration to the needs of bereaved families and your service to our great state. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Joshua McManigal – President, Michael McIntire – Vice President, Lisa Dalton - Secretary / Treasurer,                                   

J. Buck Dyck – Director at Large, Robert Noblin – Past President  


